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Carnovsky To Speak
On "The Actor vs.
Shakespeare"
Morris C8.rn0vsky one of the
most renowed Shakespearean
actors of our time, will present
a lecture entitled. ''The Actor
vs. Shakespeare:' this Monday
night at eight o'Glock In Gonzaga Auditorium. The program
Is part of this year's Bellar·
mine SeMes.
Mr. Catnovsky, who Is an
Associate Professor of the Thett.ter Arts at Brandeis University, will lecture for approximately one hour and then wJ1l Invite questions from the audience.
Long regarded as one of
America's fOreJllOlSt actors, Morris Carnovsky Is most distinguished by his portrayal of KIng
Lear. When he first played the
role In 1963 at the American
Shakespeare Festival Theater
in Stratford, he 'loon praise from

critics and the public across
the nation. Among the 55,000
people who saw a great portrayal of Lear were the juniors
who joumied to Stratford as
part of their Orientation Weeek
p",."mL

Wa.nn," "My Sister Eileen,"
'''Ibunder Rock:' "An Enemy
of the People:' "The Three Sisters" and many others.
He was one o( the founding
members o( the Group Theatre
and played in six of the
Group's
productions of the
DeIJv« SoIlIoquIes
works
of
Clifford Odets startThe actor will deliver seving with "Waiting for Lefty.'
eral of the major soliloquies
from Shakespeare's works and His other Odets roles were in
will teU his audience how an "Awake and Sing," "Golden
Boy," "Night Music," "Para·
actor relates these Ilpeeches to
the entire development of the dise Lost" and "Rocket to the
character he portrays in the Moon." He also played with
the Group Theatel' in "Men in
play.
White," "Johnny Johnson" and
Howard Taubman, drama
"The House of Connelly."
critic for the New Yoric Times,
In films he played in "Ttli.'
referred to his performance as
one of "grandeur and compas- Ufe of Emile ZOla." "Rhapsosion . . . the finest Lear I had dy in Blue." "Cyrano de Ber·
gerac" and "A View from the
Morn. Caroo\'Sky, noted 8bak_~ actor. to lecture
ever seen."
thB; Moaday D1(bt at elcht o'clock In Goazap. Auditorium.
Among his other memorable Bridge." On stage and in the
appearances at the Shakes- television version, he starred
peare 1lIeater are those of Shy- in ''The World of Sholom AIeilock in '1'be Merchant or Ven- chem." In Hollywood be served
ice" and Prospero in '''!be Tem- the Actors Lab as a director.
pest." He has appeared in at
Born in St. Louis. Camovsky
least ten dift'erent plays at the now makes his home in Easton,
Theater.
Connecticut. His wife. actress
Phoebe Brand, is one of the
Broadway Actor
organizers and the director of
On Broadway, Camovsky's The 1beater In the Street in
A week ago Tuesday, the Or. Lauer, "think of the know- malntammg academic freedom versatility has Included every- New York City. The organlzaSophomore Class sponsored a ledge that would have been lost. and integrity of the unl- thing from the classics to musi- lion, now working under a
forum on "The Possibility of You can only have academic versity. He felt that a lack of cals and straight comedies. He Rockefeller grant sets up stage
freedom when there is a clear academic freedom causes lack has appeared in "A Family M- and presents fn!e summertime
Catholic Education" which (ca- distinction between the purpose of respect for the religious who fair," "Come Blow Your Hom," drama in the streets of low_in_
tured Dr. Rosemary Lauer and of the Church and that of the are educators.
''The Cold Wind and the come areas of the city.
Dr. William McBrien, fonnerly unIversity. The university e x i s t s l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . : . . . - - of St. John's University. Mr. as an arena where all ideas can
Walter Petry of Fairfield Uni- be tested."
versity moderated the discusSparked by Dr. Lauer, Mr.
sion. Dean Coughlin, S.J., Prof.
Petry asked the panel if the
Matthew McCarthy. Frank
Church was able to tolerate
Cunningham '66 and Vincent
academic freedom. In reply Fr.
Walsh '68 were Fairfield's panel Coughlin saw no contradiction

Distinguished Panel
On Catholic Education,

............

:Mr. Petry began the evening
with a discussion of freedom
l'5pedally as regards universities. He concluded his intre>
duetory remarks with the question: "Should a Cathollc Uni-

venlty subscribe to 19th century views!"

, .......... Clted
Dr. McBrien was next to
speak. He pointed out that the
two problems facing St. John's
were: first, the administration's Incompetance and second, the temptation of the reUglous influence.
The Iltuation at St. John's
wu alIo treated by Dr. Lauer.
She stated that her concern
at St. John's was with academic
frHdom, and that without such
fT'f'edom the university became
an lmposs.ibillty. "If one had
be<i!n • ItUdeDt in the classes of
Socrates, and he didn't have
freedom of speech." remarked

in a religious running a university. He (elt that every university, whether religious or
secular, begins with a certain
bias and so long as this bias
does not degenerate into indoctrination, a university Is stiU
possible.
Prof. McCarthy staled that.
"the essence of a Catholic education is that one can see the
world of God and all rights as
stemming rationally from the
fact that this is God's world,"
He also challenged modern phil_
osophy for refusklg to acknowledge the gulf between God and
m~.

Mr. Cunningham immediately
reacted. asking whether the
function of man in the world
Is not to complete the Creation
of God. He also called for a
new philosophy and a new theology with which to face the
20th century.
Mr. Walsh saw the problcm
of Catholic educatiOn as one of

President Issues Report;
Three Bills Passed
By Mike L7DCh
At the last ...eeting of the
Student Government, the legislators were treated to a c0mpletely unique experience. President David Bannon, in one of
his rare appearances before the
representatives, gave a long·
awaited progress report on several bills.
The report was prompted by
a recent law making such a
monthly report compulsory.
Discussing the progress of
the Student Bill of Rights, he
explained that It Is presently
being worked on by a four-maD
committee and "should be out"
before Easter recess. By the
same date Mr. Bannon "would
like" nominations tiled for the
Spring elections.
A proposal to extend the
"corridor councils:' an accomplishment of the Government,
to the sophomores was defeated
by the administration. "In fact

it took a little talking to keep
Of the five bills on the agen·
them in eJIect for the seniors da, two were passed and three
were defeated.
and juniors.."
1be STAG editorial of March
9, which advocated active leadership by the Executive Committee, was strongly criticized
by President Bannon, who asserted that he had signed 36 of
the 38 bills he received, vetoing
only two.
ExpJalning why he had not
refuted the "allegations," he
said "I would not lower myself
or the Student Government" to
answer an article "plagued with
misinformation."
However, hc did give "(ull
endorsement" to the STAG's
suggestion to change otrlcers
after mid-semester break.
After that was over with
V Ice-Pre I iden t McGovern
brought the rules back into
order and opened the actual
Legislature meeting.

Amenclme.t Debated
The first that passed was the
proposal of Fred Lucey (or an
amendment to the by-laws of
the constitution. According to
this bill the administration will
have fifteen sehOol dayS to decide on a Government bill or it
will be accepted as law.
Despite the objections of Terry Smith who said that such
a bill "would force the administration to be under us" the
proposal failed to pa5S through
with the necessary two-thirds
majority to become part of the
constitution.
Mr. Lucey's suggestion "for
the establishment of an AfroAsian history course next year,"
received unanimous approval.
Coat1aued OIl Pa«e 10
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Reason For Holiday
]n the most recent edition of
When.ever Pouible, the phan·
tom editors published a news
story by reporters, who are
"clever, insidious, diabolical,
and plotting," to quote the editors. This news story claimed
that the reason for yesterday's
holiday was to "a v 0 ida
social weekend." However, had
anyone on the Whenever Possible staff bothered to check beyond their "unreliable, unquot.
able sources" they might have
been able to find out why a holiday was given to the Student
Body.
Connecticut state laws require
that every institution of higher
learning have at least fifteen
weeks of classes. The ideal semester would have each three
credit course meet on forty-five
occasions; however, the administration is willing to settle for
forty-one classes.
The Administration must also
take into consideration the sci-

ence courses which have required labratory periods accompaning them. If holidays fall on
the same day twice it leaves the
student far behind in perfonning
his required amount of work.
To keep within these prescribed boundaries, it is necessary that holidays occur once
on each day of the week and
possibly twice on one day.
This semester opened with a
holiday 011 Monday. We had a
Tuesday off as a result of Washington's birthday, We will have
a Thursday and Friday off prior
to Easter Sunday as well as Ascension Thursday toward the
end of May.
Therefore the only possible
date available was a Wednesday, which was strategically
placed to break up the long period of school days. This day, it
was hoped, would enable students to rest or catch lip following the sometimes grueling tests
of the past few weeks.

Responsible Press
It appears that the "New
Breed" (or "angry young men,"
as they like to call themselves)
have established a voice on campus under the guise of a class
newsletter.
The Sophomore Class certainly has the right to publish a
newsletter, even when 80~ if it
is editorial content rather than
class news. Since it appears,
however, in stratigic spots all
over campus, we believe they are
obliged to observe some standards of journalistic responsibility. One tine insinuations and insults, remarks which are nothing
more than luncheon wise cracks,
are liberally sprinkled throughout. Many of the essays evidence
little more than surface exam·
ination of problems, while central issues are ignored,
There is no masthead in the
issue, so that no one really

knows who the editors are, Some
articles are initialed, yet there
is no place to check the identity
of these "three letter men,"
The tone of the entire publi·
cation is extremely negative. The
general impression is that the
administration is totally unaware of what is going on, and
their main interest lies only in
PATERNAUSM (!). The students are thought to be apathe·
tic (except, of course, the writers of the Sophomore newsletter.)
Another source of legitimate
criticism and news could be an
addition to the campus - and
we would welcome competition.
We would expect, however, that
the writers of such a publication would exercise some of that
responsibility which they are
continually demanding the administration to give them.

Point of Clarification
An Open Letter to Our Readers:
An editorial entitled "'The O1allenge
of Leadership" appeared in the March
9th issue of the STAG. The ostensible
purpose of this article was to evaluate
the Bannon administration of the Stu·
dent Government. In the course of the
evaluation, we had recourse to refer to
Mr. Michael Griffin, Bannon's appointee for Social Chairman. Unfortunately, due to a lack of clarity on our
part, we ran the risk of placing Mr.
Griffin in a bad light.
When we referred to Mr. Griffin as
the most flagrant example of spoils
system politics, we were not challenging his qualifications for the job;
rather, we were commenting on the
manner In which he was appointed.
One has only to consider the spoils
system appointment of Robert Kennedy as Attorney General to attain
our perspective. Furthermore, when we

referred to Mr. Grill'in as a poor
choice and a dubious choice because
of a "seeming con1l.ict of interest," we
were not attempting to evaluate the
work that he has done as Social Chairman. Although Mr. Griffin has done a
good job, we still maintain that he
was a poor choice for that position
because, as a member of the Bleach
Boys and as Social Chairman, he was
placed in an extremely delicate situation. Either the university stood to lose
by having fewer engagements of the
Bleach Boys on campus or Mr. Grlll'in
was in position where his reputation
potentially could suffer.
We regret that we left ourselves
open to misunderstanding and we sincerely hope that we have done justice
to Mr. Griffin by clarlCying our previous editorial
Sincerely,
'I'be Boud of Dlrectors

March 24, 1966

Le.fters To The Editor
Note of Gratitude
To the Students of Fairfield Universl·
ly:
1be family of Patrick Burke extends
Its sincere and heartfelt appreciation
for the many messages of sympathy
received and especially for the num·
erous Masses requested by you, the
students of Fairfield, for the repose
of the soul of Pat. We can never hope
to repay your kindness and wlll always ~ive consolation from the
spiritual generosity of your response.
We send our special thanks to the
classmates and teammates of Pal who
expressed their personal sorrow and
offered their prayers at the wake and
funeral.
We know that through :)"our many
Masses and prayers that Pat will
always be a part of Fairfield_
Sincerely,
TIle Burke FamUy

Voice Of Dissent
Editor, THE STAG
Fairfield University
Fairfield, Conrwctlcut
D<lar Sir,
I would like to disagree strongly
wilh Ideas on the concept of faculty
moderator which were expressed in
"Letters to the Editor" In your March
9th issue.
To speak of a student under a moderator's "control" and to deplore the
fact that the expression of a student
was "allowed" to be published seems
to me to misunderstand the role of the
faculty moderator of any collegc organization.
A moderator's function is to en·
courage the development of the student's sense of responsibility. The moderator should aid the student In seeing
all sides of whatever issue with which
the student is concerned, raise ques.
tlons overlooked by the student, challenge him with options unthought of
by the studcnt, advise him on a course
of action (usually only when solicited
but occasionally on the moderator's
own initiative) but 06'\'er to make a
final decision for the student. The
latter grows In maturity only in so far
as he Is forced to take on responsibility for Actions he decides himself.
Oftentimes the student benefits most
whcn those actions tum out to be
wrong.
There must be no censorship or
benevolent authoritarianism or paternalism at a university. Growth Is POf;.
sible only where there is freedom _
freedom to criticize, make mistakes
and freedom to respond maturely to
criticism and errors.
No one likes criticism but we of the
university - students, professors, ad·
ministrators - must be big enough to
accept it and respond constructivel)'.
And we professors - and administration - must realize that healthy
students are precisely those with jaundlred eyes.
Sincerely,
Walter I. Petry, Jr.
History Department

"Old Glory" Tattered
To The Editor:
It is very patriotic of Fairfield University to fly the American Flag In
front of Bclarmlne Hall, where everyone coming to and leaVing the University can see It. This truly is an American gesture, but I think the founding
fathers of this great counrty would be
offended to see the tattered rag that
this University calls an American Flag,
the symlxll of democracy.
Perhaps in return for all the things
Falrfteld University does for us, our

"Student Government" could do something positive for a change, something
for this University. Appropriating sufficient funds for a new lIag would be a
good starter.
Patriotically,
Mlehul I. Dood)', '69

Article Lauded
To the Editors:
It was pleasing to see In last week's
issue of the STAG that there are still
some people around this campus who
have retained a sane mind toward
lhe acl~ of our administration. We all
admit that improvements can, should,
and will be made i but continual prolest from the student body followed up
with more protests, personality conflicts, and personal feuds week after
wcek. are lxlring and tiresome.
t would like to thank Kevin McGov.
ern for his interesting and refreshing
article in last week's STAG. It had a
sense of honesty, truth, and exceUent
taste. We are lucky to have students
like Kevin at the helm of our student
government and conununlty, whalever its faults may be.
1 hope that I have not stimulated
any of the dormant protesting minds
to begin a cantllct of childishness with
me in next week's STAG even though
there are probably faults with th~ letter. Again. a note of thanks to Kevin
McGovern, one which J am sure J
share with others.
Sincerely yours,
Charles Donato, '6'7

Board of DINe...
Chrm. of the toerel
E.:Jitor-i...chief
Editori"l t.4onog.., _
B",ine......... 0..
S..crelory

An"", lalrva.

_ Itldlanl I'ed
t.4i<:h..1 D• ....,.
_ _ JOM KeU,
Chorl., ",oM!.y

NEWS: Mich"ol ""..!lin. 5I'OltTS: Poul
Hugh..,. FEATURES: ThomOI Brown...
VARIETY, Jomel Gotto. ART: P.. t"r D"
U,o. PHOl'OGRAPHY: Rich"rd Rouu""u.
~imeon l ..". MAKEUP, Poul H..f..l". AD.
VERTISING: Po .. 1 Collohon. CIRCULA·
TlON: P" ..l O·Donn..ll.

SIGH
NEWS: Mich"..l lynch, Rob.rt Kohl.r.
Richord Down..y. Sl'OltTS: John Condido,
P.. te, Odium, Thomes H..nn.k.n" Bill P.I_
m..r, K"vin Fihpotrid, Mik.. Boechini.
F£A,TURE$: Robert 5t.wert, Meunce
O·S"l1ivon. fro ..ci. Cunninghem. Vi..,erri
Wel.h. St"ve Judd, Ro.,.l lhoMa, l.eIliI
Peddicord. VARIETY, Vi..c.nt CUr<:io, BiU
D"';90n. Po,,1 t.4orri., Bob 5tewort Roy
Fober. MAKE·UP: Pet"r Minvietle. !'HOTOGRAPHY: Thomo. QlIodenb...h. D"n_
iel 8o y lon, Williom FerreHi, De"ni,
O'Neil CIRCULATION, Richord Nilsson.

Faculty Moderalor
Th" opj"ion. ".p'''II"d by "olumnid
ond review"" Of" th"ir Own ond in nO
w"y reflect Ih" Editor,ol Po,ition or THE
STAG.
Publish"d woe\;ly du,ing th" regu!or uni·
v"..ity yeo" e.cept during holidoy "nd
vocotion period•. The ,ubscription r"le il
Iwo doU"" "nd fifty ce"t, per y""r. Ad·
dren 80. 913. C"mpion H"ll.
Reprelenled for Nolion"l Adv.rtiling by
N"tioner Advorti,itlg S..rvice, Inc.
Office: Cempion H.II 101
Phone: 255-1011 Ed. JOi

~.
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McCarthy, Londregani.........
Head Senior Week

-,4

Thomas Loru:lregan and William McCarthy. co-cllairmen for
this year's Senior Week, have
undertaken major revisions "to
change the image of Senior
Week" to make this "one of
the most enjoyable ever held
here at Fairfield."
This year the festivities will
begin on Thursday. June 2.
and end with Sunday's comencement. This shortened length
is the primary change. The
number of events. too, has been
arranged to provide a more relaxed. leisurely pace.
On Thursday afternoon Senior
Week will get underway with
a cocktail party, thrown for the
graduates and their dates. Following this, a beach party has
lx>en .scheduled for the evening
at one of the nearby Fairfield
clubs.
Friday night's Prom will follow a sports picnic of games
and a barbecue that will be held
down by the pond.
Parents of the graduates will
be invited to participate in the
rest of Senior Week. On Satur-

da,}', Class Da}', there will be

the traditional planting of the
class tree. followed b)' the pre.
sentation of class awards by
Fr. Coughlin.
After a butJet in !.he Quadr-angle the graduates, parents
and dates will proceed to the
back gym for the annual Parents and Seniors Date Dance.
On Sunday a BaccaJaureate
Mass will be olI"ered in Loyola
Chapel at 10:30. The rest of the
day will be left Cree until emIlmencement exercises at 4:30 OD
Alumni Field.
Committees are presently be-ing drawn up for each different
aJraIr. The chairmen. appointed
last week. are Frank Graney.
who will be in charge of Thursday's cocktail party, and Frank
Zaino, who will prepare the
beach party later.
Friday's e....ents. the sports
picnic and Prom. will be arranged by Richard Molteni and
Terry Toal. respectively. Rohert Morrissey will head arrangements for Saturday's buffet.

The Commencement Committee. composed of various members of the faculty and administration will supervise the other events and CKS has also
offered its services.
Discussing plans for the week.
Bill McCarthy pointed out that
"We avoided having too much
at one time," as he felt has
happened occasionally in past
years. As the Week is now
planned. "All will be able to
enjoy themsekes leisurely and
look forward to graduation:'

8eDiors: BlU Mc:Cal1hy (leR). T1MD LoDdrepn (rlcbt).

CKS Sponsors Monte
Carlo Night Saturday
TIle Cardinal Key Society will
hold the annual Monte Carlo
nlte on Saturday March 26. All
profits will be glv{!fl to charity.
Berchman's Hall will be set
up as a Casino, with Black
Jack, Roulette. and Crap shooting the major games. "Money"
will be given to every one who

A bus of approximately 35
Fairfield U. students who left
on Sunday March. 6 enabled tht!
Cardinal Key Society to have
their first successful cultural
trip to the New York area. Mr
Walter Petry of Fairfield U. met
the bus at the Metropolitan Mu·
seum of Art and conducted the
tour for the students. Tony La
Bruzza, chairman for the day,
said that everything went perfectly and the afternoon proved
most worthwhile. Besides glving thanks to Mr. Petry, special
thanks was also given to the
Student Government for theIr
financial help with the project.

Council's New
"d
El
d
PreSl ent ecte :~:~d;~'th:h~n~.~~::::.,~~~n:~~
enters, and an auction will be

Waiter Donnal'uma. father of
Jay Donnaruma '68 has been
named next year's president of
the Fathers' Council, according
to a reeent announcement by
Rev. George S. Mahan. modera·
tor.
Completing the rest of the
E;'l:ccutive Committee will be
Robert Pt!ttlt, father or Robert
Pettit '68, as trcastm:!r and
John B. O'Connell. father or
Terrt!:nce O'Connell '68. as secretal1'.
The Father - Son Weekend,
which has tentatively been
scheduled for October 22-23.
\\ill be run by O18.lrman John
Higgins, father of John Higgins
'68. One of the highlights is expected to be a scrimmage, put
on b)' the Football Club. slated
for Salurday afternoon.
Gabriel Dalton. father ot
Robert Dalton '66, was named
head of the Corporation and
Foundation Committee, which
will promote the name of the
University among national c0rporations.
Chairmen for the Publications Committee, which sends
out the Fothergram. and for the
Bequests, Trusts and Wills
Committee have not yet been
determined.
"To promote various sources
of financial potential to the University is the aim of the Fa·
thers' Council. sa.ld Stanley G.

Robertson, DirectOI' of Devel·
opment. Discussing lhe past
achievements and future hopes
of the organization. Mr. Robertson described the Council. under
the leadership of Fr. Mahan. as
an "important ann of the University."

bank:' The prizes consist of a
transistor radio. a butane lighter, a lady's watch, and a whisky
flask! Admission is only $1.00.
The response in past yt!ars has
Ix!en o\'erwhelming, and a large
crowd will be expected again
this year. The chairman for the
A second eu!tural trip has
event is Ed MIggins. '66.
been planned for Wednesda.)·,
April 20. The trip will be to
a presentation of Beethoven's
Ninth S)'01phony by the Hartford Symphorl3o" Orchestra at
the Bushnell Auditorium in
HarUord. Tickets will go on
~next week in Loyola cafe-

for the Bridgeport area. The
events (Art. Dance. Films.
Music. Theatre and Lectures),
are within fifteen minutes of
the University, and may prove
very Interesting and profitable
when "there is nothing to do."
The calendar, along with notlces for students discount
tickets for Broadway plays,
musical and art shows, is posted
on the main bulletin boards and
in the lounges on cam!lU!l:"'""fhe~
special discount tickets may be
obtained from Mrs. Olsen's
office in the gym.

Along with the Alpha Epsilon
Delta fraternity. the Cardinal
Key Soclt!ty is sponsoring a
Medical 5elf.Training Program
Course to be given on campus.
The course Is designed to help
people prepare for survival If
disaster strikes and no medical
assistance is available. The leetures are to be conducted by
doctors and nurses as well as
laymen who are experienced
Under the direction of Paul specialists in their respective
The highlight of the Glee ticket saJt!s. After setting up
Club season is just one week ticket stands in various shop... Barnes, the Key has published fields. The course will be given
awa)·. Fresh from a tour of ping centers throughout the a Cal{!fldar of Cultural EVenls free of charge.
Washington, D.C. the Fairfield
tickets thc,'
on will
campus
the
begin at
to sell
University Glee Club will com· area,
bine forces 'with the Bridge- end of this week. The Glee
port Area Club to present the Club owes a vote of thanks to
16th annual concert at the the PKT for the sel"\;ce they
Klein Memorial in Bridgeport. are perfonning.
A free bus ride to and from
This year the new fraternity
on campus Phi Kappa Theta the Kleln will be provided this
has rendered in....aluable assist- )'ear for all the University
ance in helping to nuik.e' tlils students who wish to lia.\'e the
Klein Concert one of the beSt singing and the driving to us.
After the concert a mixer will
ever.
The Glee Club program, tra- be held here on campus, the
concert stub being good for
ditionally varied and interestadmission.
ing. will present some special
It would seem salt! to say
gu~t appearances by former
members. All the preparation that between the musical ability of the Glee Club, the organifor this event has required
zational
talent of the Bridge·
painstaking attention to even
the smallest details. PKT has port .Area Club, and the fresh
impetus given this eJIort by
readily assumed the duty of
the PKT, the Klein Concert
--. to be held Friday night. April
I 1. at 8 p.rn. w1ll' be an ·outITALIAN RESTAURANT
!;tanding success.

Glee Club At
Klein - 16 Years

r========================::;

III

Instruction Guides
GUITAR, BANJO DRAWING,
EXERCISE, CHESS, TRAVEL,
ETC.

------

r~-- PRIMAS
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INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

COUpon and purchase of large Piua=
Medium size Pizza FREE
Good Only
March 29 - 30 -

31
Fairfield Univel'$ity Studen" Only

-------
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MAKEUP

CREDITS

Summer Seuion

BROADWAY TUTORING
SCHOOL
89 How. SfTMt

-l'e..__N_e_w_H_e_v",,_,_Conn.
_ _-',L..

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
-'
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drama

A Goldman Cliche
8)' Vincent Curio
cure the future of their sons.
John CreM";} prince oC Eng· they not only have drifted
land screams to his mother, apart, but ha\·e also turned
"Look Out!! Brother's gol a their sons into a vicious pack
knife!" Mother, annoyed but un- of cutthroats. "We have done
ruffled Eleanor of Aquitaine, a great thing badl)'," she says,
replies. "or course he's got a This is the only time In the
knife. E\'crybody's got a knife. play .....hen point is gi\·en to the
In 1183, and .....e·re barbari- proceedings. For the relit. the
ans!" Indeed they arc. the most comedy. though brilliant and
sparkling civilized barbarians delightful. is, at basco a conto hit Broadway in quite a stant repetition of a single
while. You can see them on point. and the drama is like
display at the Ambassador that of the "Lear" scene; preTheater in James Goldman's tentiousl)' O\"CI"Stuffed with
new comedy 'The Lion in Win- heady phrases doing very litUe
ter:' If Mr. Goldman had only to explain and expand a view·
given these delicious people a point on the matter of the
worthwhile play to concern pIa)'. Added to the capricioltt
themselves with, an evening at mood changes. betwecn th(
the Ambassador might have comic and the tragic, the total

.,

•
Scene from tbe end of "La Dolce \'Ita".

La Dolce Vita
Shown Tonite

============""=============

been
unforgettable;
but he has =
not, and
so we musl regrettably
make do with half-filled promises of thealrical delight.
The story involves a winter
meeting between King Henry II
of England and King Phillip of
FranC{! to scttle the question

of who is to

suce~ Hem'~'

as

Review said of the film, "CaII
it an Indictment. a wamlng if
you like, but it is also the most
fascinating three houtos of cinema turned out in recent years,
II culmination of the Italian
realistic approach, the most
brilliant of alt the movies that
have allempted to portray the
modern temper. Viewed superfic!all)'. it is an episodic account of incidents in the daily
life of a Rome newspaperman.
in which the glint of satire is
dlscernable but not unduly
stressed. His tragedy is UK!
traged)' of an intelligent man
who has lost a sense of meaning, and who takes pleasure as
the easiest way out. Fellini,
who ranks with Bergman as
the great film-maker of our
time. infuses his subjects with
an almost overflowing warmth,
..".,.
and with a profound feeling for
HoUis Alpert of the Saturday the savor and anguish of life."

king. Henlj' favors his ~'oungcst
son John: Henry's wife Eleanor
favors his eldest son Richard,
middle son Geoffrey favors
middle son Geoffrey, and sin<..'e
cverybody is willing to cut
evcI'ybody else's throat, verbalIy and olhetwisc, to win out,
the elTIline really lIIes. What
cuts! What slashes! Richanl
calls John n "pustule"; John,
stamping his foot, pouts, "M~
ther! Did you hear what he
called me!", Mother sweetly
replies, "Yes dear. Now go and
eat your dinnes." Queen Eleanor describes a former mistress
of her husband. "She had beautiful teeth, which made her
smile to excess; but then, she
che.....ed with distinction:' That's
the WO)' the evening goes, whizzing while, though, .....e start
wondering If there Is any methad to this line madness. We see
the pia)' start to dip into
tragic moods with King Henry,
having at last realized that
even his favorite son is out for
blood, disowning his bo)os in
what sounds Ilke some good

Colonial Barber Shop

language; but then we become
conscious of the fact that both
Henr)' and the play are making
lame comparisons here with
"King Lear," and we become
uneasy. Except for one rnament, our discomfort increases
throughout the rest of the play.
In that sole good scene Queen
Eleanor informs us that when
first married, she and her husband were in love, but that

The Fairfield University Film
Society will present the final
showing of the winning film.
1..11 Doltl' Villi tonight In Conzaga Auditol·ium. The showing
will lake place at 7:30. An admission fee or flUty cents will be
charged. The film is dh-ected by
Frederico Fellini, and stars
Marcello Mastroianni, Anita
Et.-bcl'ff and Anouk Aimee.
In 1..11 OOICi' VltIl, Fellini
gh'es us a monlant vision of the
parable of futility. a vista of
spiritual decay, a s .....irl of corrupt pleasure in which this
journalist hero eddies until he
is lost in soulless emptiness.
Through all this the viewer is
held in shock by vivid imager)',
by rich details of gesture dialogue, Throughout the flamboyance there is precision.
What is said, what is done Is
exactly right for Felini's pur-

788 _ POST ROAD,
fAIRfiELD, CONN.
(Ned to Howerd JohMOns)

"Chip" Messenger

"George" Thomas

M"noqw

Proprietor

I
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effect at the final curtain is
a big yawn. Mr. Goldman has
tried to playa theatrical shell
game with us in this work,
which is perfectly all right;
after all. Brecht got away with
it for years. There's a trick to
it, though, and that is to remember to put a themic pea,
dramatically expressed, beneath thc shell of e\"Cry scene.
so that the audience is rewarded with some of the substance
of the play no maHer what
scene it turns up. If. Mr. Goldman, ....oIth his definite gift for
character and dialogue, ever
masters his shell game, he
might posibly also become an
important master of the dramatic art.

a chip on my
shoulder
SOUR GRAPES

On Tuesday, Mal'ch 15, Dr, Rosemary Lauel' and 01'. Wi!·
liam McBrien joined a panel of Fairfield University faculty
mcmbers and students to discuss the Ceasibility of thc Catholic
University.
Unfortunately, the evening was intellectually unstimulating
and indicated that the two dismissed professors were employing
their invitations to deliver bitter diatribes against St. John's
University. There was no doubt in anyone's mind that the controversy of academic freedom as It applied to S1. John's would
inevitably be drawn into the discussion. It not only became a
factor of the symposium, however, but became the dominant
theme and the real reason for their presence.
It seems that no one on the panel had all)' intention of
solving tht> problem presented even though Mr. Petry attempted
to COITal the two malcontents into facing the issue. Frank
Cunningham was perhaps the most effective spokesman for unity
In concepts of "Catholic" and "University:' Rather than face the
issue squarel)' to aITive at logical conc.lusions. or at least to
shed light on the subject. our unemployed visitors were blinded
by their bitterness and enthralled with their own polemics.
Skirting the issue seemed to be the game that was being
played, and there is no doubt that Drs. Lauer and McBrien
won it for the entire panel.
It was impossible for an)' clear-sighted attempt to be made
in the direction of indicating the posslbiliQ' of the Catholic
University. The facts that Catholic Universities ha\'e the potential of existing as true Universities and the evidence of a
Renaissance in Catholic education under the banners of Vatican
II were not effectivcl)' brought to the fore.
To arrive at any real analysis of the issues, it was incumbent
on the Unh'ersity to choose wiseQ' in composing the paneL
Many professors who have a knowledge of St. John's problems
as well as those of other Catholic institutions of higher education were not consulted. A professor who had actually served
as a faculty member at SI. John's was never approached with
an invitation, Panels such as the one that confronted Dr. Lauer
and Dr. McBrien must have in their make-up persons who arc
able to give depth and breadth to the Issues, and who are able

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O~"~';'~I~h~.~Y~.~a~"'~'~ln~1~"'~I~n~g~t~o~"'~_lto
offer clear
and unprejudiced
views ondays
the subject.
Dr. Lauer's
pathetie
descent
into the traumatic
of her college
life
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merel)' indicates the fact that it is impossible for her to make
rational and intellectual judgments on this particular Issue.
Real situations need realistic approaches; a person cannot
grope blindly in bitterness and reach any practical answers.
The confusion of picketing, muekraking, and disillusionment do
not effect these answers but only irritate the controversy that
surrounds them.
The choice of Dr. Luuer and Dr. McBrien, therefore, was
nothing mor~ than a grandstand phl)'; a controversial show put
on for the University with notorious names as drawing cards.
There was no· dialogue on Tuesday night, nor was there any
legitimate debate. Instead of choosing quallflcd persons who
could light the wuy, the podium was turned over to the discontents, who, at the end of controversy, fade away. For Dr. Lauer
is a contradiction In herself; on the one hand she preaches
academic freedom. the great bastion against indoctrination, Yet,
on the other, Dr. Lauer was the most doctrinaire member of
the panel, infringing on the individual's right to the liberty of
thought.
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Football Club

Soph Appraises Newsletter
B;r Ralpb KiBter '88

"Your

editorial

Seeks New Members

I mitment to the principles of more leaders have been only de-

comments the

seem to be governed by the
presupposition that there exists
a fundamental dualism between
student and administration on
a Catholic campus. You ("onceive of our university as basicaJly a battle that is being
waged by those who unwittingIy hamper our maturation process and by us, who are seeking
to grow in spite of the influence
of faculty and administration.
Yours is essentially the aUitude of the rebel . . :' How
right Mr. LaBruzza was and is,
The leader of the Sophomore
class have in their class news~
letter Wbene"er POllllIble and
forth
a program
of sarcastic
their one
panel discussion
put
and
destructive criticism
against the administration, the
"old" breed, and the student
body, They have placed upon
themselves and upon the Sophomore class the term "rebel".
At first I told myself that
their aim was to shake us, the
students, from our apathy. But
soon I decided that our "apa·
thy" seemed
their front to
launch an attack upon the
Jesuit campus. And the Sophomore newsletter became the
media for their attack which
took shape through phrases and
editorials of meaningless but
intellectual witicism, such as:
"ignorance is bliss - we are
all happy here at Fairfield", and
"Jesuits did create one thing
in me . .
consciousness of
rcar". But soon I began to
Question how I could come to
my decision concerning the
Sophomore leaders from just
their editorial attitude.
Then, March 15, the Sophomore leaders found a forwn for
their attack. They brought on
to the campus what promised
10 be an oIX'n battle for-a-nlght
against not just the Jesuit uni·
v(,l'sity system, but the whole
Catholic
university
system.
TIley named it ''The Possibility
of a cathollc Education", and
il seemed aimed toward their
belief in the lmposslblJlt)' of the
Catholic university. Perha~
they hoped to capture in one
night the discontented and
"apathetic" minds of the student 'body. If so, their goal was
thwarted by the lack of attend·
ance of the students and the
excellent handling that Fr.
Coughlin gave to Dr. Lauer,
in her inference that catholic
ed u cat Ion was impossible
through her weak attempt to
provoke an argument over "the
possibility of an atheist philosophy teacher in this school:"
and to Vin Walsh, who openly
stated that he felt the Catholic university was opposed to
the concept of a worthwhile
and true university. Vin Walsh
stated that he said this for one
reason: because in a Catholic
university lhere is commitment.
and commitment destroys the
search for truth.
But whether their hope was
seemingly thwarted mea n s
nothing. The fact remains that
the basis of the protest has
been opened to us through the
words of one of its adherents.
The leadel'S of the Sophomore
class seem to feel that the
Catholic university is wrong
and should not exist because
of its commitment, which is,
as Fr. Coughlin said, a com·

Catholic

faith

and

to structive. Kevin McGovern also

Christianity. AlI the destructive
sarcasm of Whenc"ell' Possible
seems to have found a home in
Vln Walsh's statement. The aim
of the editors of the newsletter
seems to have come upon open
ground.
Therefore I would like Lo
make a plea to the Sophomore
class to evaluate its leaders on
the basis of the program which
has been promulgated in its
name-that program of centering
an attack upon the administra·
tlon, which Kevin McGovern
has stated to be that of the
most liberal of Jesuit colleges,'
And In this attack, the Sopho-

stated that if our student
body is constructive, Fairfield
will become one of the greatest
universities In this country. So
far the Sophomore class has
seemingly supported their lead.
ers, who consider them "dream·
ing, idiotic barbarians" in their
destructive program. But the
Sophomore class must evaluate
itself and its leaders in the
view lhat HAPPINESS IS NOT
.JUST ANY IDEA ON CAM·
PUS and that GOOD LEADERSHIP IS NOT TO BE JUDGED
BY JUST THE FACT THAT
SOMETHING IS
BEl N G
DONE.

The Fairfield University Foot.
ball Club will conduct Its first
annual membership drive this
week according to Paul Barnes.
the club's president. Workers
as well as players are urgently
needed. There are openings for
managers, publicity men, con·
cessionaires, etc. The club has
almost reached Its $5,<XlO goal
which is necessary to field a
team in the fall. In order for
football to be realized here at
Fairfield, the support of the en·
tire student body is necessary.
The drive will be conducted
this week by members of the
club. All students are urged to

join the club in order to benefit Fairfield University with a
football team. School spirIt is
an essenUal element In unlver·
sUy life. It should not be limited to the hfl/lketball season.
Football will do much to ellmlnate the lethargic atmosphere
that exists on campus during
the fall season. Anybody wishIng to become a member of the
club Is asked to contact either
Brian Burke In C 409 or Paul
Geeley in G 312. Membership
in the club Is open to any membel' of the University for the
minimal price of $1.00.

-~~::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::~:::::::,
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If you don't have such a cord, and you're 12
through 21, it's a snap to get one from Eastern,
as long as your parents don't object. Fill in the
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a $3.00 check or money order (payable to
fastern Airlines) to Eastern Airlines, Dept. 350.

10 Rockefeller Plaza, New Yarli, N. Y. 10020.
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you can buy your half·fore ticket on the spot.
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Charles To Star
In Sunday's Event
After many trying moments in their search Cor a big name performer for the annual spring
weekend, the Dogwood Festival Committee is pleased to announce that they have contracted
the internationally renowned Ray Charles to perform in concert as the climax for a most exciting
weekend. Ray, accompanied by Raelcts, and his orchestra, will appear on Sunday, May 8th
at two o'clock in the University's gymnasium.
Ray's career rocketed to success following his first smash hit, "Georgia on My Mind:' His
genius soon became world renowed. Ail this su ceess has been achieved in spite of his bllndness.
which was the result of a childhood accident.
The Charles' legend began developing when he leCt school to go out on his own. While
in school, he had acquired some musical knowledge, and he had no trouble getting jobs in
bands playing in Florida. At seventeen the youngster organized his first trio with n bass and
guitar to blend with his piano and sax. Gaining wide aeeeptance In Florida, the trio eventually
wound up in SCattle, Wash., where Ray says he experienced one of his biggest thrills, as well
as one of his first big breaks. His trio appeared on a regular radio show in the city, and lhl.'y
Wl.'re the first Npgro act to have a sponsored television show in lhe Northwest.
Ray Charles said this first trio sounded more or less like Nat "King" Cole. Cole was the
first great musical influence on the Charles talents. "But," says Ray, "J knew I had to change
if I was going to get anywhere. I knew I had to develop a style of my own:' He did do this with
sincercty as his watchword. Soon The Genius succeeded in following his conviction that music
should express peoples' true feelings. "My music that 1 wI'ite or perform should enable the
audience to feel my soul:' His great success in thirty-four short years is evidence enough that he
has achieved his goal.
Ray is a deeply religious man,
so much so, that his music has
been often criticized for steming from his early religious
training, and the music he
heard in church as a child. Ray
disputes this by saying, "My
music CQmes from the way I
feel and not from being in·
fluenced by Gospel music."
To Ray Charles music is a
way of life, not just a career.
Ee is very articulate in his
work. He frowns upon people
whom once they are successful,
record anything, living on a reputation instead of actual quality. Each succeeding recording

Ray tries to make bet ler than
the form('r.
H(' is always trying to
improv(' upon his work. He
docs this, both for himself and
his public. In doing this, Ray
Charles takes more work upon
himself. He personally selects
his material, lays out his own
arrangement, and confers with
his Individual musicians to come
up with exactly th(' sound he
wants. Ray Is one of the fast
fading few who possesses per·
feet pitch, so much so, that
even those who have the finest
and most particular ears marvel
at Charles unbelievable per·
ceptlon.

OrIcJlnallty
Although he draws upon established material in lhe jazz
idiom, in the popular realm, and
in the rhythm and blue domain
for tunes to record and perform,
mor(' than ninety percent of Ihe
numbers recorded and played
by Ray Charles before live
audiences are his own compositions. Ray is a perfection·
ist - a man who knows what
he wants. His compositions are
arrival at in the final completion
only after a long drawn-out
process that may tIP. the result
of many weeks or even months
of work.
Ray is universally liked by
others in the music business a business not known for its
charity or kindness. It is a
tribute to the great character
of the artist that has endeared
him to all members of his profession. Charles sincerity haG
been responsible for this. All
who know Ray see this, and
they can not help but be impressed by it.

Movie To Premier

"THE GENIUS"

A whole new realm of achievement opened toR a y
Charles when he was chosen
to star in his first motion picture, "Ballad In Blue," to have
its United States' premier April
11, 1966 In New York CIty. The
film although not a biographical one, depicts the special
shadowy world of the blind,
and is a heart-warming story of
the troubled world of a young
blind boy, inspired by the optimism, sensitivity and guidance
of Ray Charles. Even though
the plot of the film Is fictitious,
many of the elements in it are
factual and Ray himself has
said, " I play myself. I'm not
really an actor and probably
couldn't play the role of anyone
else."
Ray in collaboration with
Rick Ward of ABC Paramount,
wrote the title theme for ·'Bal.
lad In Blue," "Fight Out of
Darkness," which hold a feat·

ured spot at the end of the film.
"Light Out of Darkness" is so
applicable to Ray and his work,
in so many ways that it may
well become the theme by which
he will be known in future
years.
Through his wonderful world
of music, Ray has brought light
out of darkness unto himself,
and the resulting inspiration
shines in his every performance.
Not only has he found his own
personal light, but by means of
his sensitive and deeply personal performances, he has shined
a light into dark areas of the
world where there are few rays
of cheer. He Is truly "The Genius:'
A concert by Ray Charles is
a fitting way to bring the great
Dogwood Weekend to a close.
Sitting on a Sunday afternoon,
listening 10 the relaxing sounds
of such gr('at Charles records
as "Hit the Road Jack," "I
Can't Stop Loving You." "Born
to Lose" and countless other
hits is a perfect close to the
most promising weekend 01 the
school year.

Innovations
In addition to this fine concert many other top flight
events are planned for your
entertainment. The Junior Class
has gone 10 great lengths to as·
sure a wonderful weekend for
aiL Several new and exciting

innovations have been added to
the traditional program which
the Dogwood Committee feels
will make the 1966 version even
mOI'e attractive for the student
body.
The Festival kicks-off Fri·
day night, May 6th at the
Longshore Country Club. Th€
usual prom effect has undergone some change this year IC
bring about a more ap~aling
nightclub type atsmophere. The
Longshore Country Club will,
for the evening be transformed
into a nightclub setting.

Rubin and Hester
One of Stan
orchestras will

Rubin's
provide

fine
th'
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age deals because of the
led accomodations. If there is
any room, there may he
tick('ts on sale for the cruise"
p('rhaps during the last week
before Dogwood. As of now this
appears unlikely due to the aiready high number of deposits
f'CC'('ived on package deals, The
Festival Committee makes this
announcement now so as to pre\'ent anyone from being disappolntl"d later on if thl"Y had
been making plans to attend
this event on an individual basis.

Provide T.....,....-ion
The commlttee has been In·
fonned that Rye Playland will
not be officially opened at this
timl", This will necessitate the
use of buses which the commit·
lee will make available. No
private cars will be admitted
to th(' grounds.
Officials feel that this will
make matters much easier since
it will Insure prompt departure
of the boat after the buses
arrive. No one will be left
stl'lindl"d On the shore with II
ticket In their pocket. Your
co-operation In this matter will
be appreciated. especially since
it will be morc convenient for
ull concerned.

and one of the
most popular.
The Ray Charles Concert on
Sundny afternoon In the Fairfield University Gym, w1ll wind
up this special social weekend,
This }"ear's Dogwood Festival
has some old and some new
events. The Committee hopes
the response 10 the weekl"nd
will be good, and that it will
be worth while for aU who
attend. Thl" program that has
been put together seems to be
one which will do just that. It
promises to be an enjoyable
lime for all, Don't miss It!

Ticket Sales
Todny Is tht" last day for de.
pGlill.!l.
Starting Wednesday,
March 301h. Package Deals will
go on sall" In the gym from
1-3 p.m. and In Loyola Cafe
from 5-6:45 p.m. The price of

_

Jive Five

dance music for the evening.
However, the highlight of the
evening will be Carolyn Hester's
performance of her famous
night club act.
Miss Hester's act wlJl differ
somewhat from her usual concert performancl". She has
been featured at various weekends during the past few years
at the University,
The fact that she continues
to draw crowds with each perfonnance sp('aks for itself.
People say one ncvl"r tires of
seeing her perform, and Onl"
rl"tums again and again to hear
her. Those of you who have
heard her do "Summertlml""
know what it Is to hear Hl"!lter

The tempo keeps the same
pace Saturday night. A Surf
party will be held at The Surf
Club In Fairfield as was standard at all past Dogwoods,
Anyone who attended this event
knows the great time to be
had.
at her best: those who haven't ty of catching the tone and
This year, the featurOO enarc In for a real treat on May aunosphere of the plaCe and tertainment is The Jive Five.
6th.
people for whom they play.
They will be joined by another
Stan Rubin's bands provide
band to be announced later.
Queen Crowned
ThJs event has always been
music for just about e\'ery pos-.
sible event in which they partiThe e"'enlng will be capped
pate. They have played at debu- by the crowning of Miss Dog.
tante parties, cotillions, coun-- wood Festival 1966 by Miss
try club dances, college proms, Hester, Compared to other
jan concerts, charity balls, con- proms, it will be unique in its
vent ions, house parties and ""ed- program of entertainment,
dings. While the group has' Saturday afternoon the tern·
pla)'ro at places and parties alii po changes to a more casual
O\'er the world for such people atmosphere with a boat cruise
as Elsa Maxwell, Grace Kelly, on Long Island Sound. Conand Elizabeth Taylor, they arc tinuous music will be provided
especially popular in the West· by The Bleach Boys and The
chester-Fairfield County area. Individuals for your dancing
Stan's bands provide a variety pleasure. These groups are also
of music with the ullique abili· very familar to the Fairfield
Campus. Little can be said
about either group that Isn't
already known by everyone In
this area. The Bleach Boys of
Fairfield University, and The
Individuals of New Rochelle are
two of the most popular rock
'n 'roll bands in the New York
area. Thcil' popular music,
coupled with the aunosphere 01
Long Island Sound. promises to
De a welcomed change from the
usual Saturday aftemoon pic· /.
nics of previous Dogwood Week·
ends. This innovation In the
Dogwood Program wlU add that
much mON! to the weekend.

CAROLYN nESTER

the Package Deal has been announced at $25. This price is a
savings of S4 over the prices of
individual events which totals
S29. At this time also will go on
sale, Individual tickets for the
Saturday night Surf Party,
and the Sunday afternoon Con<ort.

Cruise Limited
TnE JI\"'E Fin;

The cvent may be open only
to those people who have pack-

STAN RUBm
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Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
Presents
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NTRODUCTION

ACBINE

COMPUTER
DANCB

)

WHEN:

Fridoy -

April 22, 1966 - 8:00 p.m.

INfORMAliON:

Bob Roilly - 259-345B
John e.engor - 259-2113

WHERE:
MUSIC:
COST:

Parkway Casino -

Moe EII.worth - 255-23B2

Tuckahoe, New York

ON SALE:
Tho Bleoch Boy.

Thursdoy, Moreh 24th II :00 o.m. I:00 p.m. in Xavier and Loyola Cafe·

$3.00 -

includes a date electronically

terias. 5:30 p.m.. 6:30 p.m. in Loyola

matched for you Idata processed by the
Electronic Computer Programming Institute,
Bridgeport I, free pitcher of beer, one really
WAY out time.

GIRLS:

Tickets and Questionnaires go on sale

All loeol girl'. eollogo.

Cafeteria

DEADLINE:

All Questionnaires mud be returned

April 20th by 3:00 p.m.

BUSES AVAILABLE

'olg. 'Nine
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editor
more letters to the
I

Continued from Page 2

Cunningham
Speculates
To the Editor:
In the last two issues of Ole
STAG letters have appeared attacking my interpretation of
the Imagery Survey. I would
like to take this opportunity to
reply. Thc letter under consideration is one by Mr. Robert
F. O'Neil. Since it contans in
it the same "factual" evidence
presented in Mr. Fitzpatrick's
letter, and since I feel, regard·
ing the latter. that any letter
_,
.. ..-'.' m "

,

,

I

which says "his is not to be conclusions he would be wise to Renzo's survey as a foundation known. 2. Loosely, a guess; conSince, as I have
Accounting and Business de- making those conclusions, But oIatlOP8 , . • " If people would shown, my statements cannot
partment" and then proceeds to if he were to go to Item No. 41, realize that this indicates that be either proven or disprovcn,
do two paragraphs later ex- he would flnd that no value is I am not presenting statistical they are in fact speculations,
actly what it said it wouldn't is listed for Standard Deviation facts, but only certain "specula- and I therefore labeled them
hardly worthy of consideration.
, tlons" Words have meaning such. If the Business DepartMr. O'Neil's letter is a dif- and because of Ole absence of gentlemen, and this word, a; ment would care to offer counferent story. It appears to be this value, he cannot disprove cording to Webster, means: "I. ter-speculations, I suggest they
a factual rebuttal, substantiated my non-statistical sp<!CUlatlons careful thought or reasoning, do the same.
by statistical theory. It is not. statistically.
esp. about something that canSincerely,
Mr. O'Ncil draws his concluFurthermore, Mr. O'Neil does not be definitely proved or
Frank J. CunnlPgham
sions from the data presented
_
Ln Table 5, page 15 of the re- some quick math and finds tllat
port. I drew my conclusions almost half of the Business Adfrom Item No. 41 of Appendix ministration students surveyed
A. It should be obvious that if had had contact with none or
Mr. O'Neil wants to refute my only one of the members of the
~~
_: Business faculty. I agree, and

I construed as a defense of our use the same data I used in and upon it build certain 8pec· jecture."

PKT Gets Citation

On A Limn
By Maurice O'SUUl\'1UI

La" year I found that a good way to escape frosty British
mornings was to lind a copy of the STAG in my morning mail.
'
Then I could comfortably collapse Into an overstuffed chair with
my feet propped up next. to the electric fire to burn with rage
and boil with indignation over the woeful state Fairfl e1d h a d

sunken into.
By the end of each issue, 1 \lowed that, if the University
were still standing when I returned, I would do what I could
to augment those few who yet defended the sacred bastions of
'nfld
knowledge and rights against the onslaught of the I
e .I Of
course all activity must go underground, since they were so
steadily and readily quashing student opinion.
But even befon:! my return, inconsistencies began to disturb
my vision. Just who were these infidels, the nebulous, amorph ous
"they" who arc intellectually and socially emasculating us? And,
if conditions were so bad, just what was being done to thwart
"them?"
Upon relurning I found thal Ule enemy were exceedingly
difficult to pinpoint. All of the various revolutionary fragments
(including the Scholastic Liberation Front) had developed a
tacit agreement. that the attached should remain hidden in a
cloud of anonimity. Even Sir Palomides caught an occasional
glance at the Questing Beast.
If we are to tilt successfully, we should at least locate our
windmills. I findand
twothe
especially
categories.
(Since
the
Administration
Faculty depressing
are undoubtedly,
by now,
inured
to being constantly berated, perhaps, by applying reverse psychology, I can unrattle them by not mentioning them further
in this column.)
STUDENT LEADERS

Why does a student run for otIice? Because he believes
either that he is qualified to achieve set goals or that he deserves any fame or glory that might accrue to him from this
position. Unfortunately the latter motivation propels by far the
more adherents.
Even 50, if once they attained these positions, they filled
them well, no one could truly complain. But too many of our
ofIicers, both class and Student Government, regard their offices
as sinecures in which to grow full, fat and flabby. (Justice demands that !>uch oUUitanding exceptions as the student justices,
sophomore class o!!icers, the S.G.V.P. and a few others be here
noted.) Minimal possible accomplishment seems to be the
highcst goal desirable.
Blaming failure on student apathy (if the terms can still
be used in a non-humorous context) is the weakest and most
popular excuse open to student leaders. Students fail to par.
ticipate only when the leader falls either to excite or to Interest
them in a project.
Part of the class and S. G.'s difficulty also arises from the
popular fallacy that the academic, the social and the cultural
arc incompatible. Arrogating to themselves merely the social
gravely limits their possibilities.
THE STAG

In spite of the efforts of its moderators and a few of its
editors and statI' members, the STAG has attempted to set news
standards of prejudicial superficiality and factuity which the
future would find dilIicult to duplicate. Perhaps the best symptom of the current illness was the penetrating analysls of the
recent probation for which the STAG found the crux of the
problem to lie in noisy donns. Another symptom is the untimeliness of its Student Government criticism. In October or even
November or December, criticism might have been effective
and constructive. But March? A few weeks before elections?
Most of the statr accept this present dreary state of.aJfairs
with a terrible calm and self-content. This, combined with a
lack of innovation and a lack of creativity, discourages many
budding young writers. And it is this very lack of appeal which
perpetuates the STAG's sad state.

•

•

•

Of course these are not our only faults. But if we as students wish to be a significant factor in the life and development
of the University, we must seize the initiative to create. And
the Student Government and the STAG arc our two most
potentially creative ouUets.

can only ask, assuming that all
students come In contact with
approximately the same professors In non-major fields, whence
the difference in evaluation if
not from their major professors.
Mr. O'Neil also states that "it
is apparent he (Mr. Cunningham) does not know how to
interpret statistical data" and
yet in his second paragraph he
makes the statement: " . . . the
variation, according to accepted
statistical procedure, Is due to
ehance or sampling procedure."
According to "accepted statistical procedure" all he ean validly say Is that it mal' be due
to chance or sampling procedure.
Again, his quote of Dr. DiRenzo, it should be noted, appears nowhere in the survey,
and aceording to Dr. DiRenzo,
is inaccurate, since the word
"sample" should be either

"gms." ., "tast",,,
<.

Finally, to quote my own article: "what this article will at-

Fairfield Unh'ersltl"& e.\:ooutive assistant to the pn'lsldeot,
tho Rev, George S. l\la.ball, S.J.• (center) dillCusse8 the
succeSll or the Air Lift with project leadeN Robert Pettit
b an d '.--ur·
"
(holding cltallon) of the Brld geport A rea Cl u,
cnee Czajkowski (left), Fairfield University chairman of the
Air LLrt and It member of the Unh'erslty's fraternity. Pbl

Irt~'~m~p~t~t~.;d~.~~~t;.~U;"'~D~',~D;;;-;;;;~K;"~"~";,,~T~h<;t"~';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;I

THE 1966 MANOR
N INTEGRAL EXPRESSIO
OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSIT
FRIDAY, MARCH 25, IS THE LAST DAY THAT A $5.00 DEPOSIT
WILL BE ACCEPTED TO RESERVE A COPY OF THE 1966 MANOR.
AFTER THIS DATE ONLY THE FULL PAYMENT OF $10.00 CAN
RESERVE A COPY. SECOND PAYMENTS MUST BE PAID BY APRIL
30. NO ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER APRIL 30.
IF YOU WANT TO BE ASSURED OF YOUR COPY OF THE 1966
MANOR PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW, CONTACT EITHER
BOB LEVINS

REGIS 125

BILL McCARTHY

REGIS

12

OR ANYONE IN THE MANOR OFFICE IN CAMPION HALL:THE 1966 MANOR WILL EXCEED ALL YOUR EXPECTATIONS AND
PROVE TO BE THE FINEST YEAR BOOK EVER PUBLISHED BY THE
STUDENTS OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY.
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C - 2, R-2's Preparations
Goodman Tallies Record 47
B)'
The

K~",in

~t

Fitzpatrick

of b1tramuraJ sellon

WN mariCed b)' the oonUDuecI
dominatloa or leaaue leadiD&"
Rech % aDd Cunpton % whUe
f~ Bob Goocbnan tum~ III

an ouwt_dlDr indh'ktual per'
formance, aeortor 47 po1ot8 in

Ke,"ln

.~lt~trlck

Is caught takla&" ODe of his re",' field l{oaI

MHempto!\ "K1llnst Campion! last i\londay Dlght. Bob Fole)'
and Ron

Hadfl~d

look on.

if(nf<ll

a IIlnl'e coatesL
Powerful Regis 2, led by high
scoring Ron Hadfield. stretched
its win streak to 11 games as
Ihey swamped Regis 4, ~9.
and squeezed b)' Regis 3. 75-71.
In the Regis 4 game Ron
Had1\eld poured In 26 points to
take game honors and was ably
assisted by Kevin Fitzpatrick's
22. (20 of which came in the
second halO. and Dave Della
Billa's 21. Steve Grimes was

Nntrs

AT LONG LAST! THE DRY must bu)' a ticket for 151.50 Grand Knight Peter Madonia
and chaplain Father McPeake.
SPELL IS OVER! Fraternal before Friday.
A proof that prosperity is Past Grand Knight George
Activities Chairman Rich Peck
here is demonstrated by the Egan is a member ex-olTlcio.
announces that the long search fact that the Grand Knight is
• • •
is over. There will be 11 FRAT- making a1Tangement for anBy the ..... ay the LcCtlll'CI'.
ERNAL this Friday at Mother other Fraternal in early April. Brother Jaek Higgins is inSeton Council in Bridgeport
quiring on behalf of the coun•
startlng nl 7:30. Any brother
cil as to whether the brothers
Past
Grand
Knight
Rich
knight who wishes to attend
Meehan visited the campus last enjoyed lhe special St, Patrick's
week on Wednesday and at· refreshments served after the
tended our Council meeting last meeting. St. Patrick's Day?
that evening. StUdying at St. Pizza lind Orange Soda?
• • •
Mary's Seminary in Roland
Park. Maryland, Rich was home
ShOI·t l\otes: D.G.K. Pecor\.
on a week's vacation. He was aro is building n troph)' case;
looking good and most of all, elaims it will be done in t~
he was happy.
for Tenlh Anniversary - Grand
Knight's Banquet. Brother RenA
• •
zoni wants to be in charge oC
The
Nominating
Conunittee
., ~ MODERN
under the Chairmanship of Bro- all commentators for Sunday
ther Peter Sztaba convened Masses . , , The G.K. starts
last Wednesday and Thursday running Monday.
That's it Cor this time Bronights conducting interviews
for prospecth'e officers for thers ... Wear the Emblem.
the coming )·ear. TIle long
process ....ill be completed with'
the announcement of nomina·
•
tions at the March 31st meet·
Ing ... an)' brother desiring an
ConUnued rrom l'agf' 1
• The Pauhst Father is a mod.rn inten:iew should contact BraOne 01 the bills defeated was
iliaD in every sense of the word. He ther Sztaba in Regis 106 , .
is a man of this age, cognizant of also on the committee are Bro- a constitutional amendment that
the needs of modern men. He is ther Joe Rul:li! . . . Sir Knight the sa president be present at
Matthe..... Lyons, .. Financial all Legislature meetings.
free from stilling formalism, is a SecretaIj'
Bob McCann , "
With a suspension of the rules

•

, ~~

•

CAN

PRIES~

,\

to:

BE

•

.t,\'-~AN?

~~
~
~
.)

pioneer In using contemporary

100 million non·Catholic Amer·
icans. He is amissionary to his own
people - the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fullill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to

help further his dedicated goal.
• If the yital spark of serving God

through man has been ignited in

you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulisl Fathers have developed an

man had a field day ~ t
the poro.... RaIder defease. Rt·
tlnr an all time intramural
8COring- record \\1th a ..,. point
perfonnance. The Balder!>, how·
fI\·cr. s.ah'llged the week b)'
bla.stlng baplefJS Lo)'ola S,
111·60, as fixe men scored tn
double ftgurC8.

George! Warbel. just activated
from the injured lisl, continued
right where he left off as he
dropped in 'Z1 to lead Gonzaga 1
over Loyola 3. the Mets of the
intramural league. 47-41. Loyola
3 was also on the short end of
a 93-34 encounter with Loyola
2. just after Loyola 2 had lost
a 59-57 cUff-hanger to Regis 4.

Wo~ld you buy

review books
written by

SUre! To Md out..tllt Shak

.

1ic:bts.1lld the rest ... ...., .....
Ibolrt. Who t*I eqlIain SlllkSl,.t .
_I • Shakespeare? If ..,.. c. ...
Barron', In this Sillllllifild
belt SbIdy pidt, IWIOI"Ill " • ...-t.
It. me, and ill
-teN ....
bien written by till idiot
.
You III compIttt plot _ i l l ;
apIINlion of Idioo
.

Kc\'in ::'>lcGovcm pointed out
that since he must alread)' attend one session per month.
sna.
"this bill would deCeat the present s:)"stem of checks and balances." After criticism by David
Bannon, who described it as
"inane and superfluous." it was
defeated
• lie -.ttlors; loti of quotes'" III
BUls Passed:
lloIb; piellty of . . to . . in baat
1. Be it moved that a luminrIPOftI ••• ~c'" a.ea.t ....
escent sign be placed at. Ihe • blm the itlCOll\pl'
ill.
entrance to the University _Iorabl. rudinc end
-.b.
on North Benson Road and Tik. till Simplified ~
I
at Barlow Road
Frank Maco .~
8ARRON'S
2. Be it moved that the Stu- SimplifledApproachSerles
dent Government is in favor PJ,pettIound It ~ uetI
of establishing a course in
in Afro-Asian History be- ~ , .
cause of the increased in- ea.ut£
terest shown by sludents in ......IIojI
IT( . . . "c:......
study of that area.
Oft,su·
3. The Ac~demic;. Calendar OIUSON ANII
p.~ed .. la.st. .w~k was. =..r~T.~
amended to read tl1at October .f...... il
.
... 31 i~ a 'holid~y instead of
Nov. 1.
IIUlINGWA'f

- :....--'....

aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his tife to

God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor,

NATIONAL VOCATIONS OIRECTOR
PAULIST fATHERS
415 WEST 591h STREET
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019

er over Regis 4. Shaun Lavin
and Duke Synder each hit Cor
18 to overcome a fine 25 point
effort b)' Regis 4's Tom McCluskey.
In other games Frank Yahncr
scored 23 points to lead Gonzaga 2 over Loyola J, 67-52.
while Rich Molteni came out of
retirement to score 31 points
as Regis I routed the Raiders
84-48.
The RaKlel'8 were &Iso bombed
b)' Lo)'ola 1.8-1·70. lUI Bob Good·

Shakespeare?

B; /I s Passed

ways to work with, for and among

t.!nt decision of your life. Wri1e for
it today.

high man for the losers with Z4
markers.
In order to keep its t.....o big
men. Billy Lavin and Duke Snyder, near the boards Regis 3's
mercenaries threw a 2-3 zone at
Regis 2 8J1d were quite successCui as they controlled the boards
throughout the contest. However. once Ron HadJield, who
had 18 points, started hitting
it was all over. Kevin Fitzpatrick cracked the zone for 'Z1
points but game honors ""'Cnt to
Duke S)-nder who scored 30
points in a losing cause,
Campion 2. unbeatCll in major
sports this year. marched over
Regis 2 as they upped their rec-ord to 11.0 with victories over
Gonzaga 1 and Campion 3. By
holding Al Smith to a mere 14
points the e-men were able to
beat campion 3 easily, 78-49.
Despite passing up numerous
scoring opportunities Cor him,
self Pete Odium led the barrage
with 17 points.
Campion 4, sUII in the running for a tournament berth
and itching for another shot at
the top two clubs, outclassed
Loyola 2 and Campion 3.
Tn the Loyola 2 game 6' 7"
Vin~' Fiesler. playing in place
of forgetful rugby star Chris
Grauert, dropped in 22 points
and dominated both boards as
he proved to be the key 10 their
fast break offense.
In the campion 3 game AI
Smith was his usual self. getling 33 points. but Dennis Hul'lie's hot hand enabled him to
score 17 of his 19 points in
the second half and lead Mister's Monsters to an 80-62 win.
Despite their loss to Regis 2.
Regis 3 stayed in tournament
contentiotl with a 71-68 squeak-

The Collegiate l\lRrketing Club 01 Fairfield University, an
nllllla.te or thl' AmertCH.n Marketing A8aoclatlon. rcccuU)'
I)resented an bonorar')' life mcmbershlp to the Very Re,'.
William C. 1\Iclnlle)j. S,d .• President 01 Fairfield Unh·erslt)'.
Also reech'lng a. life mcmbershJp was the iRev. lames H.
CougbUn. S.J.• Dean or the Collel"e of Ar18 and SCiences,
Taking I~lort in the aWlU'd ceremony were (len to right)
Club '·lce·Presldent Donald E. Stea.bUn "66. Father Coughlln,
Father l\olclnnes. and l\larketlng ClUb president Ke,'in C.
Ahearn.

r:.-::;.." .....

F red

•

Lucey 68

ARNOIJ)'S
PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPlIES
SUNDRY NEEDS
F.irMId Shopping

e.m...

-JAMES

"N"

...W

1IAIl.0WI.:

KLE1N
STATIONERY·BOOKSTORE
Main Street
WMtport. CoDaecUcut
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Starters Battle For Jobs
At second base soph Pete
Gillen has shown fine hustle and
is presently trying to relieve
veteran Ed Skoczylas of his
old position. At first base soph
newcomers John Walsh and
Jack Gllesnan have both produced well in practice and promise good depth throughout the

are reliable veterans Dan Gatti
and Pete Odium. while Larry
Cirina. Al Vestro and Brion
Sullivan will all be looking for
a crack at a starting berth.
Sullivan, a former star at Jonathan Law. has been troubled
by a leg injury. Both Vestro
and Gatti have displayed consistent long ball hitting In the
Finally in the outfield there practice sessions to date.

B)' Paul Hupes

This past week baseball coach
Don Cook made his final de~
cislon on the eighteen men who
will comprise this year's squad.
From here on in the battle will
be for the starting positions and
In a few cases some interesting
rivalries could develop.
Leading the mound staff is
junior righthander Ted Symeon.
His eonslstently strong per~
formances last year were one
of the few bright spots in an
otherwise dismal season. Join~
Ing him will be veterans Bill
MCi~amara
and Matt Jacoby
along with newcomers Frank
Mahoney and John O'Keefe,
both soph$.
The catching duti<'S will again
be handled by veterans Vin
L'Esperance and Paul Garstka.
The infield could be the best
in many seasons at Fairfield.
Soph Dennis Hurlie, a former
AII·County selection from Pel·
ham Memorial High Shool in
New York and a hotly sought
after prospect, has nailed down
the job at shortstop. Junior
veteran Mike Kelly returns to
his former third base position.

. -.

I

Soph Dennis Uurlle IIn~ one over
Intra~liquad ilCrimmalt:e,

the

Inlil'ld In 186t Sundll)"&

SPORTS PERSONALITY
By Tom lIennf'kens
Kevin "The Shot" Fitzpatrick
has always possessed an obses·
slon for the game of basketball
In a sense, basketball at Fairfield owes a small debt to Kevin
because his ardent support has
set a spirited example for other
Stags to follow.
Sitting next to Fitzle at
basketball contests is a near
impossibility. He has become
noted for "twisting gyrations"
nnd is generally recognized as
"the most avid Stag supporter".
'·1 was fortunate to have been
brought up in a sports-conscious area" says Kevin in reference to his New York City
upbringing. He played high
school ball at Manhattan Prep
(Bronx. New Yorkl and dis~
played a tnae dedieatlon to the
,pon.
Kevin plll)'ed on the fine
freshman team 07-4) that
started Fairfield on the climb to
national recognition. He is best
remembered for 8 clutch over~
time points In the Stag victory
over the St. Peter's freshman
club.
Fitzie's intramural play has
been equally impressive. He
scored 27 points to win last
year's intramural tournament
for Tom Londregan's quinteL
He is presently showing tel'·
riflc form for Regis 2 that is
one of the big powers in this
)'ears intramural competition.
Kevin's shot has been des·
cribed as "awkward yet exceed·
ingly accurate' by some ob-serves. It is "thrown from

Stagland
By PIUlI HUCbea
No sooner had the past basketball season ended
than important preparations were underway for the
1966~67 Stag team. Last week coach George Bisacca
attended a convention of the National Association of
Basketball Coaches in conjunction with the NCAA
held in Washington, D. C. Coaches from every main
section of the country gathered chiefly for the purpose of dickering with other coaches and possibly arranging games and filling team schedules.
In the process of these negotiations coach Bisacca
was pleasantly surprised to fmd out just how far Fair~
field has come along the road to national recognition
this past season. He repeatedly found himself con~
fronted by interested coaches who knew all about
Fairfield's fine season and were eager to add us to
their schedule&. Coaches fl·om places such as the
SOllthwest and Pacific Coast had not Ollly "heard" of
Fairfield but discussed the success of our past season
with a great deal of admiration.
All this was rather eye open in${ and satisfyinJ{ to
say the least. Bisacca pointed out that instead of try~
ing to explain our position to unfamiliar coaches he
found himself on the receiving end of congratulations
and invitations to play all ovcr. The point being made
is that despite the lack of an N.1.T. bid the team made
enormous shides this season, even bigger than Bisacca
himself had realized, and it is unmistakably clear
that the team's hard work has resulted in well de·
served acclaim by the most knowledgeable men in
college basketball.
As f.ar as any specific changes are concerned,
nothing new has been definitely arranged for next
season. J-1owevcl', such schools as Morehead Slate,
Marshall, Western Kentucky and Toledo all expressed
sincere interest in playing us while a couple of out of
state tournaments have us under serious consideration
for bids. Another bij:r item was the good possibility of
playing a game at Madison Square Garden next FelP
ruary.
Naturally. nothing is definite as of yet and not
everything will work to our advantage, but certainly
with so many things going for us we have good reason
to be optimistic for the future. Bisacca pointed out
that as long as we keep winning and getting bigger
within the next couple of years there are definitely
going" to bc problems with scheduling. The only way
to beat this is to keep winning and become a perennial
power, a "must" on the beller clubs schedules. But it
will take morc time and a lot more winning.

•

KEVIN FITZPATRICK

downtown" and has led to some sonaHty and is exceedingly
ann tl'Ouble for the ever-con- popular among the members of
fident Fitzpatrick.
aU four classes.
Kevin's future aspirations are
Displaying athletic diversity closely connected to basketball.
In Fairfleld's fine intramural "I have an ardent desire to
program, Kevin played a de- try my hand at coaching" says
fensive tackle position In foot. Fitz enthusiastically. Success
seems to be assured for a boy
ball competition. His speed at
third base should be a vital as fiercely detennined as Kev;" Flupa'rl"k

factor inhonors.
the Regis 2 bid for
softball
Kevin is an economics major
with a knack for "planning
schedules" and has done extraordinary work as a student
government representative. He
possesses a very pleasing per-

t·".I,'. rounds.

Your shirts are now
protected with exclusive

BunON-ON
DEODORIlIN6

POST ROAD, FAIRRHD

WE FOLD 'EM TOO!
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FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DHIVERS ON FRIDAV
AT IoARS. BROWN'S OFFICE NEAR THE IoAAll IOXES
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING

•

Tuesday night Toronto, Canada, will be the sight
for the controversial Cassius Clay-George Chuvalo
heavyweight championship fight. Of course, most
hea\'ywei~ht championship battles are controversial
lately and this one has had its share of publicity.
Ernie TelTcll, original second party in the fight, was
discarded after a hassle over contract tenns and
Toronto was more than eager to offer hometown favorite Chuvalo as a substitute while at the same time
putting all end to the search for a place to stage the
affair.
The fight itself doesn't shape up as much of a
threat to Clay's title. Chuvalo's slow, plodding style
and lack of re~ard for defense are made to order for
the taller and faster Clay. Chuvalo has a tremendous
wallop but it is unlikely he'll ever touch Clay with it.
His jaw is made of granite and he's never been
knocked down. If you're foolish enough to bet on the
C
TKO·
b
fight. look for lay to score a
tn a out ten or

CLIAIlUI • TAILOII
IMO Post. Road

Center Pl&2.a. 255·1068

Specially processed, your shirts
will now absorb and kill
perspiration odors
all day tong!

JauamW'al
P"y~
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CAMPION 2 COPS CROWN
Drops Regis 2, 70 - 65
In Hard Fought Contest
By Paul Huebe8
'Ibe Costello-men of Campion
2 out-hustled and out-rebounded
their second 600r opponents
from Regls en route to a 7().65
league championship victory.
nus was the long awaited show

down between the two remaining undefeated pOWers and they
proved to be very evenly

matched.
Dave Della BUta opened the
scoring with a foul shot, giving

lkgls a momentary 1-0 lead.
But within the next couple ot
minutes the G-meR reelC!d off
eight points to only two for
'Regis and built an &3 lead.
Strong shooting by Della
Bltta and John Benedict enabled

clutch shooting and a jumper
by Benedict had Regis hopeful
at 66-63 with two minutes
left. The Cmen were not to be
rallIed though. They controlled
the ball and waited for the good
shot as they ran out the dock
and assured their win.
The biggest factor In the
Campion victory was probably
the advantage in depth. They
used their starting team to do
the heavy scoring while the second unit gave them a breather
mid-way through each halt and
took their time setting up the
sure bucket.
Regis, on the other hand,
relied heavily on its starting
five and got Into trouble when

both Della Bltta and Kevin
Fitzpatriek got Into (0 u I
trouble. campion also had a
better night at the foul line
and had the edge under the
boards. Kevin Fitzpatrick, a
consistently high scorer for Regis, fouled out and never got
going as he hit on only two
free throws during the game.
Bill Palmer led Campion with
16 points followed by Pete OdIum with 14. Tom Wlikos took
game honors with 19 for Regis
followed by Dave Della Billa
and Ron Hadfield, each with 17.
Campion 2 ill now 12~ while
Regis dropped to 11·1. Campion
will head the field In the playoIT round this week.

Regis to tie the contest twice
and finally go ahead 17-15 on
Ron Hadfield's jumper. Their

etrorts were short-lived however, as Joe Fallacaro scored
four quick markers to put
Campion up by two. Della Bilta
came back with two free throws
to knot Ole contest at 19 all.

Gon.2 Wins
Water Polo
Sf "ohn Candido

This was as close as Regis

would come for the rest of the
night as the Cmen, effectively
alternatlng their two leams,
put in their scoring quintet
of Scully, Palmer, Odium, Foley
and Garstka.

Bill Palmer's eight points led
the Campion attack w h t c h

found them holding on to a
slim 33-32 halftime lead.. Della
Bltta and Tom Wilkos paced
Regis with ten and eight each.
The second half found both
teams trading buckets until
early In the fourth quarter
when Pete Odlwn's crack out·
side shooting and the playmakIn& of Palmer opened up a 49-43
bulge for the ernen.
Again both teams alternated
scoring with Ron HadfIeld and
Tom WUkos displaying some
pinpoint acuracy from the out·
side while Campion relied on the
scrappy play of Tom Hennekens, Mike GrUI'ln, Joe Falla·
caro, Larry Sullivan and John
Burke.
A g a I n campion switched
squads and another short burst
opened up their biggest lead
of the game at 63-54. Tom WIl·
kos kept Regis alive with some

Regis 2's Da"e Della Blfta haN l.be uPPfJr hand . . be ret.
~Illon on ClUJlplon 2'11 !\lIke GrUftn for a rebouad.

Ron Hadfield. Tom WllkOfl, na"e Della Bltta a.nd John
Benedict of .Ke&is % .land aside .. C·men Pat Scull)' and
Paul Garstka a.re alJ'·bora..

Gonzaga 2 held off a latesurging Campion 4 offense to
squeak to a hard fought 3·2
victory over campion 4, thus
copping the coveted Intramural
Water Polo Title.
After 3 'r" grueling minutes
of scoreless play, Kevin Kammerer. a Gonzaga 2 forward,
was credited with a goal on
his wide shot when the referee
ruled it deflected off goalie Pete
Smith·s ann into the scoring
zone. Not to be outdone, Campion 4's Ed Brady quickly knotted the score on a hard-lined
shot less than two minutes
later. Both teams left the aqua·
battleground tired but tied at
the end of first half action.
Spirited second half action
was all defensive for the first

Ruggers Open Spring Seasonl
Against Cross - Saturday
By Rlcbard Peck

Saturday the Fairfield Rugby
Club will open their spring sea·
son at home against Holy Cross.
The Stags A and B Squads
wl1l be seeking revenge for their
close loses to the Crusaders up
In Worcester last fall.
The Cross, bolstered by the
addition of several football
players, will provide stiff competition for our Ruggers. TIle
Crusaders have been Invited
to take part in a natIonal tournament in Monterey, California
later this season.

The spring version of the
Stags will see some new faces
in the lineup, due to the loss
of some veteran performers to
the baseball team.
Joe Sikorsky, the former Boston College football captain, has
replaced Jack GIls<!nan, who
joined the baseball team, at the
prop position.
There are keen battles among
several sophs and juniors for
the positions vacated by Dan
Gatti and Ray "Crow" McDermott, who suffered a scrlous Injury to his nose during practice.
Co-captalns Tom PeddIcord

and Jay Kirwin will lead the

returning veterans. Among the
familiar faces will be Doug
Ciacci, one of the club's founders, who will return following
a short layoff. John Swanhnus,
Mike Griffin, Bob "Bud Beef"
Smith, Rick Fuller, Tony La·
besky, Mike Fox, Chris Grauert,
Pete Fall, and Frank X. Quinn
are arnoung those who will be
easily recognized by veteran
observers.
There will be A, B, and C
scrinunages with the Crusaders.
Action will commence at one
o'clock at the field by the
pond.

five minutes. GoaJies Pete
Smith of Campion 4 and John
Butter of Gonzaga 2 both made
tine defensive saves to Pf'f!vent their adversaries from
scoring. Pete and Bob "Tiny"
Smith continuaUy prevented
Roger '"Rocket"" Cocking from
taUying which, in Itself, must
be considered quite an achieve-ment.
Then, at the 15:36 mark, an
errant Campion 4 pass (eU directly into the hands of Tom
Kelly .....ho easily fired in a shot
from the se"'en foot mark to
give Gonzaga 2 a slim one point
lead.
Splashing back, Campion 4
was continually thwarted by •
tenacious Gonzaga 2 defense as
Ed Brady, Tom Connor, and
Jim Nicksa vainly attempted
10 tie the score.
Lightning s t r u c k quickly
when II long full pool-length
pass found Tom Kelly onOl!'
again out in the open. He
promptly blistered the ball pUt
goaUe Smith to up the margin
to 3·1 in Gonzaga 2'5 favor.
With less than one minute
remaining, it looked like It was
all over, but Campion 4 would
not quit. Their pressing offense
finally capitalized when Tom
Connor scored from close range
to narrow the edge to a one
goal dIfference. However, Gon.
zagn 2 calmly proceeded to
freeze the ball for the last 20
seconds to emerge from the
pool as the Intramural Water
Polo Champs.
Individual game honors went
to Gonzaga 2'5 Tom Kelly for
hill two g08.1 performance.
Fine hustle and team play by
both teams made It troely a
championship team errort.

